
NEW PLANT VARIETIES – Better informed, faster market  
(Part I, April 2012) 
 
Every year a great number of new plant varieties reaches the market. 
 
Q.1 If you are garden centre or specialist volume retailer, landscaper 
or director of public parks and gardens, how do you choose what 
varieties of bedding and garden plants to insert into your assortment 
next season? Do you leave the decision to your grower suppliers? 
 
Attending plant variety trials and checking the many, often complex, 
catalogues of plant breeders, seed companies and young plant suppliers - 
including the digital media, is a necessary but time consuming commitment. It 
can lead to confusion that favours previously introduced, more conventional 
varieties. 
 
One independent solution is offered by the publication Navigatore 
Varietale (Varietal Navigator), Pentagono Editrice, Italy. See: 
www.clamerinforma.it This publication is a unique Annual Source Book of 
varieties, available in print or online translated to 8 languages. It makes 
selection by the above user groups much easier by asking participating seed 
companies to classify their varieties in three groups: Top Variety (their 
novelties of that year), New Entry (their new varieties being introduced), 
Best Sellers (their well established varieties). 
 
Languages are: English, Italian, German, Dutch, Danish, French, Spanish and 
Portugese. The plants include bedding and patio varieties, some garden plants, 
hobby vegetable varieties, aromatic herbs, and some cut-flower varieties. 
Readers might like to take a look at these websites: www.myflowerfinder.com  
www.newflowers.org 
 
Q.2 What you think are the strengths and weaknesses of this most 
useful publication?   
 
The costs associated with plant breeding research, product development and 
promotion are very high. Companies involved need to cover their costs and 
make a profit to invest in future work. Because it takes 3-4 years to establish a 
new variety and the market life of an averagely good variety is limited, it is 
essential to obtain a return on investment as quickly as possible. Any 
source of information that succeeds to accelerate the establishment of a given 
variety on the market provides an important service to floricultural industry. 
By enabling a faster flow of information, end-users of these plants can inform 
their grower suppliers well in anticipation of the varieties they seek to use or 
sell and from what company they can be obtained. It was first introduced in 
2007/2008 and has been widely acclaimed. Further information on the topic of 
new plants varieties to follow. See: Technical Services/Servizi tecnici 
 


